






























Philosophical study on the rules of rhythmic gymnastics scoring
—Mainly on the conformity of motion characteristics and competitiveness 
with the scoring rule—
Yukari MURATA
Abstract: In this study, fi rstly I clarifi ed the process as to how rhythmic gymnastics has been devel-
oped as well as what phases the current diﬃ  cult-skill-oriented scoring rules had gone though before 
they were established. Secondly, I analyzed the conformity of the motion characteristics of rhythmic 
gymnastics with the scoring rules.
The problematic points which became surfaced through this research are:
Problem one: Evaluation criteria on art and expression ability, which tend to be unclear and vary 
depends on one’s sense of value, has not been discussed by FIG (International Gymnastics Federa-
tion). Problem two: As a solution of above stated problem, the scoring rules were revised to those 
that place emphasis on degree of diﬃ  culty or skills of hand tool maneuvering, which are easy to be 
evaluated by judges.
The executer of this study thinks that it is necessary that rules to be established which allow anyone 
from all over the world, who has diﬀ erent culture, to equally fi nd it att ractive, not the evaluation criteria 
which give advantage to certain players, if we want rhythmic gymnastics to be established as a true 
international sport in the future. It is called for that the evaluation criteria be reorganized based on 
the principle of fairness, taking into consideration of characteristics of rhythmic movement such as 
the depth of movement, integration of body, hand tool and music.
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Ch. F. Guts Muths）の著書，『青少年のための体操




































































































































































































級難度，中級難度の 2段階評価から A，B，C，Dの 4
段階評価に改正された。また，実施難度数は 4つの単
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